Welcome to a destination that takes adventure to a whole new level. Only on Royal Caribbean®.

**TIPS & GENERAL INFORMATION**

**SAFETY**
Read each slide description for height requirements. Life vests are available at racks throughout the island and Thrill Waterpark.

**ACCESSIBILITY**
Accessible tram service is available. Beach access wheelchairs are available on a first-come, first-served basis at the Beaches, and are available for those requiring assistance to a service door. Taxi service doors are accessible to service wheelchairs.

**SWIMMERS**
No swimming in heavy surf or at night. Swim at your own risk. Do not walk on geyser platforms. Avoid the surf unless you can swim.

**TOWEL SERVICES**
There are towel exchanges located throughout the island.

**SHOWER**
There are plenty of freshwater showers located throughout the island.

**TOWEL EXCHANGE**
Trade your towel for a fresh one at exchange locations by Oasis Lagoon and in Thrill Waterpark. Forgot to bring one from the ship? We can accommodate you based on availability.

**BEVERAGE AND INTERNET PACKAGES**
Beverage packages purchased onboard include all your drinks while on the island. Purchase internet packages on your mobile device, while on the island, onboard, or with Cruise Planner before you set sail.

**SMOKING SECTIONS**
Cigarette, cigar, e-cigarette and pipe smoking is permitted only in designated smoking areas throughout the island. Please check signs on the island for specific locations or ask a Guest Service Island Staff member.
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**DAREDEVIL’S TOWER WATERSLIDES**

- **DAREDEVIL’S PEAK**
  - Tallest waterslide in North America: 135 feet.
  - Rider min. height: 48”

- **SPLASH SUMMIT WATERSLIDES**
  - Twin drop slides: launch riders 75 feet from a vertical position.
  - Rider min. height: 48”

- **GREEN MAMBA**
  - A 50-foot tall fully vertical speed slide.
  - Rider min. height: 48”

- **SCREENING SERPENT**
  - Tallest 55-foot tall open flume slide for 4 riders.
  - Rider min. height: 40”

- **MANTA RAYCERS**
  - Four riders race each other down a straight, twisting, and slightly banked slide.
  - Rider min. height: 42”

- **SLING SHOT**
  - Four riders race each other down an escalator.
  - Rider min. height: 48”

- **TWISTER**
  - Two riders slide down a winding tube on a tandem raft.
  - Rider min. height: 48”
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Conquer a 135-foot foot waterslide, long ties in the Caribbean’s largest wave pool, and take on more adventures at Thrill Waterpark. Full height-tiered: subject to park capacity.
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